Subject
Area
Mathematics

Key Vocab

Key Knowledge

Activities (and resource links)

Order
Value
Greatest
Lowest
Digit
Tens
Ones

Can I order two digit numbers?

Name and/or write as many two digit numbers up as you can.
Put some digit cards in a pile, turn over 5 and put them in order from
lowest to greatest.
Can you draw your own number line or a 100 square ordering numbers up
to 100.

Extension/Challenge: Can you place numbers on an empty number
line?

https://mathsframe.co.uk/en/resources/resource/569/ParachuteNumber-Line
English

Capital letters
Full stops

Can I use full stops and capital letters correctly?
•
•
•

Edit the sentences putting in the capital letters and full stops.
Use the ‘Roll & Read’ sheet write the words in a sentence remembering to
use capital letters and full stops.
Listen to ‘ I Want My Hat Back’ up to 3 minutes 16 seconds. The bear is
looking for rabbit, who has taken his hat. Create a wanted poster for the
rabbit. Write sentences to describe what the rabbit looks like and write where
the rabbit was last seen. You may want to include a sentence offering reward
if the rabbit is found. don’t forget to use capital letters and full stops!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xaal3PCBO8w&t=32s&safe=active

Science

Plant
stem

Can I name the parts of a plant?
Can I describe the life cycle of a plant?

petal
leaf

Watch the video and write what the function (job) is of each part of the
plant.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p3St51F4kE8&safe=active

roots
bulb
life cycle

Personal,
Social and
Emotional

family
trust

Find a flower in your garden or draw one. Label its parts using the words
petal, flower, leaf, roots, bulb and stem.

Watch the video. Discuss how the plant changes as it grows. What helps
the plant to grow? (water, light, nutrients and warmth)
Then draw the life cycle of a plant.
https://vimeo.com/218127170

Can I discuss how all of our families are different
?

Have a chat about families. What is a family? Who is in your family? Do
all families look the same?

(Life Skills)

Can I discuss how families should treat each
other?

Listen to the ‘We Are Family’ story
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kCFhfXvzqIA&safe=active
Pause and discuss what different types of families can you see? What
are they doing to help/ care for each other?
What should they do if members of their family are not treating them
kindly?
Create a poster showing different types of families helping each other
(cooking, hugging, playing etc).

